Introduction

When the runestones of Bornholm were raised, the practice of erecting runestones had already decreased dramatically in other Danish areas, where the number of runestones had fallen to the same level as before around 965, when the king claimed to have introduced Christianity. After c. 1020 we know of no more than 15-20 runestones in the old Danish territory, with the exception of Bornholm where we know that the period c. 1025-1125 produced 40 runestones (Imer 2016, 282-284). The Bornholm runestones have greater linguistic and ornamental similarities to the runestone tradition of central Sweden in the eleventh century than to the Danish tradition, but there has long been debate about whether this is due to particularly close connections with areas in central Sweden or if the similarity perhaps mostly has to do with chronology. There are arguments both for and against, and it cannot be said that the issue has been resolved.

One question is whether the carvers came from outside and what connection they had to the families that raised the stones. The runestones can be grouped according to the kinship relations in the inscriptions and according to the ornamentation. The aim here is to investigate how these runestone groups and family groups coincide with the carvers’ identity. A completely different source of evidence will be used here, namely the carving technique, which will be studied by 3D-scanning and multivariate statistical methods, following a method developed at the Archaeological Research Laboratory, Stockholm University (Kitzler Åhfeldt 2002) and further refined in various research projects (e.g. Kitzler Åhfeldt 2015, 2016).

During the fieldwork on Bornholm, an important discovery was made too, when the 3D-scanning of a runic carving in St. Knud’s church – whose authenticity had previously been in serious doubt — had the result that it could be read and authenticated (Eilsøe 2017; Kitzler Åhfeldt 2017; Imer and Kitzler Åhfeldt forthcoming).

The Runestones of Bornholm

At present there are 40 known runestones on Bornholm. The rune shapes and linguistic forms place them from the middle of the eleventh century until some way into the twelfth century (Imer 2015). Long ago Ludvig Wimmer assigned the majority of them to the latter half of the eleventh century and the start of the twelfth (Wimmer 1905, 186, 190; Olsen 1906, 30). Lilliane Højgaard Holm, who has recently re-examined the runestones of Bornholm
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from a linguistic viewpoint, believes that the orthography, vocabulary, and the Christian message speak in favour of this late date (Højgaard Holm 2014, 262). The presumed time of Christianisation has been an important benchmark, namely, around 1060 when Bornholm, according to an earlier view, was converted by Bishop Ægino. Marie Stoklund, however, argues that the boundary is too narrow, Bornholm could have been Christianised earlier and runestones could have been erected both before and after the suggested period (Stoklund 2006, 372). Erik Moltke thought that Bornholm started raising runestones one generation after people in Denmark had stopped (Moltke 1976, 269), but this gap may have shrunk now that they can be dated earlier.

Many of the runestones saw the light of day during church restorations and rebuilding in the second half of the nineteenth century. When Østermarie church was demolished at the end of that century, no fewer than three runestones were lying in the churchyard (Jacobsen and Moltke 1942, 449-454). The Bornholm stones, however, were regarded as the least interesting in Denmark. Wimmer notes that, unlike other Danish stones, they are flat and thin (Wimmer 1905, 183, 186-187). Also, it was considered remarkable that no runestones were raised on Bornholm during the time when many were being set up in Skåne. It was furthermore noted that the formulas 'had the stone carved' or 'had the stone raised' and the prayers resemble those on Swedish runestones (Olsen 1906, 30-31).

Judging by the preserved finds, runes were very sparsely used on Bornholm in the Viking Age and Middle Ages. Apart from the runestones, all that survives is, in principle, some metal foils with runes. The exceptions are the medieval font in Åkirkeby (DK Bh 30), which was imported from Gotland; a horizontal grave slab, Vestermarie 4 (Dk Bh 44), under which, according to the inscription, at least three persons were buried (Bæksted 1935, 49); and a few inscriptions on the church walls in Ibsker (Dk Bh 44) and Nyker (Dk Bh 32)(Moltke 1985, 432). However, as we know from other sites, runes may have been written on perishable materials, such as wood. The number of metal amulets with runes and minuscules is increasing each year as a result of the systematic metal detector surveys of ploughed-out settlement sites. According to Højgaard Holm (2014, 262), the runic foils were probably not made on Bornholm, but she does not engage in any further discussion or explanation of her thesis. Most recently, Lisbeth Imer and Rikke Steenholt Olesen have shown that most of the amulets that make sense linguistically were created by church people (Imer and Steenholt Olesen 2018, 154), indicating that Bornholm too had a (runic) writing culture in the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages.

In Favour of Swedish Influence

In order to understand the importance of the runestones on Bornholm, we need to consider the role they have played in earlier discussions about Bornholm, as an island community and its affiliations to other Scandinavian communities and contemporary power spheres. Earlier research proposed Swedish influence as the explanation for the late runestones on Bornholm. Marius Kristensen argued that naming practices linked the Bornholm runestones to those in Sweden, and that Bornholm was heavily influenced by Swedish rune carvers (Kristensen 1930, 155-156). Moltke cited similarities in ornamentation, in certain rune forms, and in the runic prayer ‘God help his spirit and God’s mother’, which is common in Sweden but does not occur in Denmark (Moltke 1934, 17). Moltke believed that it was Swedes with a knowledge of runes, for example from Södermanland and Östergötland, who brought the runic art to Bornholm. Other areas mentioned in this connection are Öland, Gotland, and Uppland. The runic beasts on Bornholm indeed have great similarities to those in Middle Sweden. The Swedes, according to Moltke, had not only taught the runes but had also themselves raised runestones on Bornholm (Moltke 1976, 269, 271). He said that, while the ornamentation shows that the people of Bornholm learned from Swedish rune carvers, the personal names suggest even closer influence (Moltke 1934, 19). Moltke even saw Swedish influence in the forms of certain runes (Moltke 1976, 269). A linguistic feature that has been considered to indicate that certain rune carvers had a Swedish background is the word retta ‘to erect’ on two runestones, Bodilsker 5 (DR 378) and Österlarsker 1 (DR 397). This is unknown in
Danish runic inscriptions except on Bornholm, but is most commonly found in Uppland (Højgaard Holm 2014, 269).

Against Swedish Influence

There may be explanations for the similarities between the runestones of Bornholm and those of central Sweden other than direct influence from Swedish rune carvers. One example is that, whereas the rune o and the diphthong ei in Danmarks Runeindskrifter were regarded as examples of Swedish influence, especially on Bornholm, Stoklund states that these are also found on runic coins and could be explained as a feature used throughout the Danelaw (Stoklund 2006, 373). There are also finds from Schleswig and Lund with these features (Lerche Nielsen 1997, 69; Stoklund 2006, 373), which is, if anything, evidence that this is a chronological feature, since Svæinn Estridsen’s runic coins and the finds from Schleswig and Lund are closer in time to the Bornholm runestones.

Højgaard Holm rejects the idea that the eleventh-century central Swedish expansion lay behind Bornholm’s runestones and proposes other factors that speak against Swedish influence (Højgaard Holm 2014, 296). One feature that is claimed to suggest that Bornholm’s runestones show Swedish influence is the formula lāta ‘to have (something done)’ + a main verb meaning ‘raise, carve, make’. Højgaard Holm, however, thinks that the formula with an auxiliary verb is rather an expression of chronology, as it occurs on a younger group of runestones and was initially an upper-class marker (Højgaard Holm 2014, 269). Moreover, the preposition at ‘after’, which is common around Lake Mälaren, appears to be unknown on Bornholm (Højgaard Holm 2014, 270).

Carvers’ signatures have also been held up as a Swedish feature, but there are only two runestones with a carvers’ signature on Bornholm, too few to allow us to speak of Swedish influence (Højgaard Holm 2014, 276-277). In opposition to Kristensen and Moltke, who argued that the names pointed directly towards Sweden (Kristensen 1930, 155; Moltke 1976, 269), Højgaard Holm thinks that a large share of them belong to the common store of Norse names, whereas some of the names are associated with old Danish provinces, examples being Hallvardr, Bøsi, Gudki, Sassur, Svartr, Töli, and possibly Fullugi (Højgaard Holm 2014, 295). Others are distinctively Bornholm names, for example, those with the first element Alf- and Oy- or Aud- and those with the second element –geirr. Attested Bornholm names that are known in Swedish sources have an eastern orientation, that is to say, they are known from the provinces facing the Baltic, but there are few Bornholm names on Öland and Gotland (Højgaard Holm 2014, 295). The principle of naming people after earlier generations was still alive on Bornholm in the eleventh century. Kristensen (1930, 155) held the view that Bornholm adopted this principle from Sweden, but Højgaard Holm sees Bornholm as a relict area for an old naming tradition. The tradition persisted longer in the east Norse than the west Norse area (Højgaard Holm 2014, 293). Michael Lerche Nielsen (1994, 176–177) has nevertheless shown in an earlier work that traditions of naming people after past generations were widespread throughout the Danish area in the Viking Age.

In Favour of the Danish realm

Instead of viewing Bornholm’s runestones as a result of Swedish influence, others have seen them as indications that Bornholm was incorporated in the Danish realm. Klavs Randsborg discusses the distribution of runestones in the light of centralisation. He believes that the Danish realm was largely united under King Svæinn Estridsen, possibly with the exception of Bornholm and Blekinge (Randsborg 1980, 33; cf. Wågnikilde and Pind 1989-1990, 64). Bornholm’s runestones are assumed to belong together with Christianisation and the incorporation of Bornholm in the Danish administration after the middle of the eleventh century (Randsborg 1980, 44). Thégs and drengs are concentrated in southwest Bornholm, which is suggested to be due to royal vassals being found only in that part of the island. Randsborg goes on to interpret the large number of Bornholm runestones raised to women as being a consequence of newcomers marrying the daughters of Bornholm magnates (Randsborg 1980, 44). As regards this interpretation, one should note that there are only three runestones on Bornholm that men-
tion the title ‘dreng’, and only one with a mention of a ‘thegn’. These few runestones can hardly form a basis on which to make too far-reaching conclusions on the political situation and the royal power.

Against the Danish Realm

Randsborg has been criticised by runologists for drawing excessively far-reaching conclusions based on the distribution of the runestones, since he believes that they reflect the consolidation phase of royal power. Michael Lerche Nielsen asserts that the distribution can be heavily affected by how people in different areas reused them as building material, and by the now antiquated division into Pre-Jelling, Jelling, and Post-Jelling stones, which should rather be considered as relative typological groups (Lerche Nielsen 1997, 6 with further reference to Stoklund 1991, 295-296).

Bornholm’s incorporation into the Danish realm has been assumed to have taken place sometime between the tenth century and the end of the eleventh century, with varied dates proposed by different researchers (Randsborg 1980; Watt 1985; Wienberg 1986: 45-46; Wagnkilde and Pind 1991; Nielsen 1998; for summaries of arguments, see Lihammer 2007, 242 and Gelting 2012: 107-10). Michael Gelting believes that elements in the Slesvig Stadsret and Knýtlingasaga contradict that Bornholm was a part of Denmark in Egino’s time (Gelting 2012: 109-10). Anna Lihammer for her part thinks that there is too little evidence of this, and that it did not occur until near 1100 (Lihammer 2007, 262). Lihammer’s argument against Bornholm having been part of the Danish realm earlier than this is, among other things, that the ecclesiastical structure differs from that in western Denmark and that the archaeological circumstances indicate that conversion to Christianity took place from below. All in all, Lihammer thinks that there are no signs of belonging to Denmark in the eleventh century, as the first certain note of Danish royal power comes with twelfth-century Lilleborg (Lihammer 2007, 260-261, 273). In that chronological perspective the runestones need not be viewed in a specific Danish context.

Numismatic studies by Cecilia von Heijne show that the content of Bornholm’s silver hoards differs from comparable hoards in Denmark at the time around 1100 and that they show instead much greater similarities to Blekinge’s silver hoards (von Heijne 2004, 166). The hoards are dominated by foreign coins and include many non-monetary objects (von Heijne 2004, 152-156; Ingvardson 2010, 20). The prolongation of the weight economy and the lack of Danish coins for much of the period up to the thirteenth century shows that Bornholm was not integrated in Denmark’s monetary system, which can also be interpreted to mean that the island was still an independent economic and political unit (Ingvardson 2014, 329, 335). Bornholm never acquired a mint of its own, it lacked urban centres, and settlement was decentralised in single farms and small villages. Runestones on Bornholm bear few titles and, like the silver, they are scattered over the whole island, which is said to suggest a flat power structure and a decentralised trade structure (Nielsen 1994, 125–129; Ingvardson 2010, 334-345).

The Christianisation of Bornholm

The runestones of Bornholm are also related to the discussion of Christianisation. Moltke believed that the runes came to Bornholm when the island was converted to Christianity by the bishop Egino in Dalby around 1060 (Moltke 1976, 269). It has also been suggested that the mission to Bornholm could have taken place in connection with the incorporation of the island in the Danish realm under Svæinn Estridsen (Randsborg 1980; Wagnkilde and Pind 1991, 64). The picture of Christianisation, however, is different in more recent research. Graves oriented east–west are found from the late tenth century (Watt 1983, 30-33). The mortuary practice in the Viking Age is said to be relatively distinctive and uniform on the island, but it changed around 1000. Four early Christian burial places can be named in particular: Slamrebjerg, Munkegård, Runegård, and Groðbygård; they are all from the eleventh century, and with their mixture of Christian and pre-Christian burial traditions they show different stages of Christianisation (Svanberg 2003, 149; Lihammer
There is a large element of grave goods and Slavic features in the graves.

The Problem

As we have seen, several earlier assumptions about Bornholm have recently been questioned, namely, whether the runestones suggest Swedish or Danish influence, the late conversion of Bornholm, and the strategic position of the island. It seems to be clear, however, that some change occurred in the eleventh century. Analyses of weights, hoards, and Baltic pottery show that there was a noticeable change in the organisation of settlement and trade on Bornholm around 1000 (Ingvarsson 2014, 334).

Whereas some scholars argue that the similarity of the Bornholm runestones to those in central Sweden is primarily a chronological feature (Lerche Nielsen 1997; Hojgaard Holm 2014; Imer 2016), not everyone appears to be convinced. For example, the similarities in ornament appear far too great to be wholly independent of each other (Grässlund 2016, 184-185).

These questions have not been resolved, as was obvious from the discussions at the international field runologists’ meeting on Bornholm in 2015, arranged by Lisbeth Imer of the National Museum of Denmark and Rikke Steenholt Olesen of the University of Copenhagen. Rather than choose between Swedish influence and chronology, a Baltic tradition is emphasised, with the Baltic islands being part of the same cultural sphere as eastern Svealand. Other parameters include, for example, settlement history, with row-villages in Uppland and on Öland. Something happened to the language on Bornholm, however, as is obvious on the runestones. There is also a large span in the forms of the runes. Moltke’s interpretation of the situation was that the written language was in a state of dissolution or development, as manifested in new runes, linguistic forms, and spelling variants, with a mixture of old and new (Moltke 1976, 279-280).

Questions

As seen above, the runestones of Bornholm take a prominent place in important research issues concerning Bornholm’s political status and Christianisation. They have been scrutinized from the perspectives of runology, ornament and archaeological context. We suggest that part of the problem concerning the rune carvers of Bornholm can be approached from a different angle, namely, the carving technique. In the following we will look more closely at the rune carvers in one context on Bornholm and their relationship to the families that sponsored the raising of the stones.

In this article we primarily discuss internal relations on Bornholm. The important question of whether the rune carvers were in contact with any part of Sweden is considered elsewhere (Kitzler Ahfeldt 2019), and will only be mentioned briefly below.

The Study

The fieldwork for the study was performed during a week in September 2017, when eight runestones underwent 3D-scanning by the company s3Di using Artec Eva and Artec Spider (Figure 1). The runestones were selected to represent some different groups linked by family relations, ornamentation, or distinctive runological features. We want to examine how these runestone groups and family groups coincide with carver identity. By carver identity, we here mean the handcrafter who made the actual stone cutting work. The rune carvers can be considered the first carriers of literacy in a generally oral society. Probably, they were much sought after for their special competence and their contacts and travels may tell us something about social interactions and networks. On the local level, the relations between the rune carvers may indicate kinship and friendship among families and households; across regions the presence of rune carvers may indicate networks and alliances on a larger scale. This made it desirable to include also runestones with ornamentation, pri-
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Marily runic animals, which can be classified according to Anne-Sofie Gräslund’s runestone chronology (Gräslund 2006) and which display similarities to many Swedish stones.

Three stones are of sandstone and five of granite (Andersen 1992; database Danske Runeindskrifter). These are:

**Nyker** (DR 389, DK Bh 31). Sandstone. Nyker has been assumed to have been made by the same carver as Vester Marie 5, Nylarsker 1 and Nylarsker 2 (Moltke 1976, 274). According to Moltke, Nyker resembles Nylarsker 1 in the ornamentation and Nylarsker 2 in the irregular rune forms, with the slightly rounded twig of the r-rune. Lis Jacobsen and Erik Moltke call this carver Træbene-Sønne and also ascribes Østermarie 3 to the same carver (Jacobsen and Moltke 1942, 934–935). It should be noted though, that this supposed carver name is due to an older interpretation of the inscription on Vestermarie 5, where the runic sequence **trecbi** : **usyni** was interpreted as Træbene-Sønne. However, this is now interpreted as ‘shamefully killed’ (Moltke 1985, 332). In Danmarks Runeindskrifter the Nyker stone is dated 1075–1125 (based on Bishop Egino’s claim to have Christianised Bornholm), whereas Gräslund’s typology of runic animals would set an earlier closing date, c. 1075–1100, Pr4 (Gräslund 2006). At the field runologists’ meeting in 2015 the form **þænsa** in the inscription was held up as something unusual in southern Scandinavia. Once again it was noted (as by Moltke) that the carver uses a strange r-rune with the twig drawn as a single line. There was discussion as to whether the distinctive features of the Nyker stone are due to Swedish influence or to chronology.

**Østermarie 2** (DR 391, DK Bh 52). Greyish, medium-grain granite. Partly the same names in the inscription as on Østermarie 3, but they look different.

**Østermarie 3** (DR 392, DK Bh 53). Greyish granite. This stone is said to have Swedish features (Jacobsen and Moltke 1942, 451-452). Moltke finds parallels to the propeller-shaped cross in Östergötland (e.g. Ög 87, Ög 203, Ög 244) and Södermanland (Moltke 1934, 18). Østermarie 3 is very likely to be younger than Østermarie 2, since yet another brother has been added and one brother has now died.

**Klemensker 1** (DR 399, DK Bh 1), ‘The Gunnhildr stone’. Reddish granite. The expression ‘in light and paradise’ occurs on Swedish stones (Jacobsen and Moltke 1942, 458; Figure 2) and in Moltke’s view it probably comes from the same workshop as Nylarsker 1, despite typological differences in the inscriptions (Jacobsen and Moltke 1942, 435).

**Klemensker 4** (DR 402, DK Bh 4). Reddish granite. Pr2, where the stone is dated to c. 1020-1050 according to Gräslund’s chronology (Gräslund 2006).

**Knudsker** (DK Bh 69). This stone was first authenticated in 2017, thanks to the 3D-scanning
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Picture</th>
<th>English translation (from SRD)</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Grouping according to Jacobsen and Moltke 1942 and Moltke 1985</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nylarsker 2 DR 380</td>
<td>Svæinn (the Hooded? son of Kápa?) raised this stone in memory of Bøsi, his son, a good dræng_R, who was killed in battle at Þtentia. May Lord God and Saint Michael help his spirit.</td>
<td>kobu:suain : raísti : stain : þ(e)na : a(f)tir : bausa : sun : sin : tr(i)... ...n : þan : is : tribin : ua(r)þ : i : (u)(r)ostu : at : ut: la(n)(k)iu : kup : tr(u)tin : hi(a)lbi : hans : ont : auk : sata : mikial :</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyker DR 389</td>
<td>To... had this stone raised in memory of Svæinn, his son. A very good dræng_R, ... and (in memory of) his brother. May holy Christ help the souls of both these brothers.</td>
<td>(t)(o)...</td>
<td><a href="e">l</a>t : resa : sten : (;) þensa : eftir : suen : sun : sin : trenkr al(g) oþar ...una(u)þi ok hans (;) (b)r(o)(þ) (u)r : krist : helgi hal(b)(i) siolu : þera :: bryþra : be(g)ia :</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Østermarie 2
DR 391

Barni/Biarni and Sibbi and Töfi they raised (the) stone in memory of Ketill, their father. May Christ help his soul.

Østermarie 3
DR 392

Barni/Biarni and Töfi and Åsgautr had (the) stone raised in memory of Sibbi, their brother. May Christ help (his) soul.

Klemensker 1
DR 399

Gunnhildr had this stone raised in memory of Auðbjörn, her husbandman. May Christ help Auðbjörn’s soul into light and paradise. May Christ and Saint Michael help the souls of Auðbjörn and Gunnhildr into light and paradise.

Klemensker 4
DR 402

Øylakr had this stone raised in memory of Sassurr, his father, a good husbandman. May God and Saint Michael help his soul.
The runestone fragment is incorporated in the wall above the door leading from the late medieval porch into the nave, in other words, over the original entrance to the church (Figure 3). In *Danmarks Kirker* the stone is said to be of yellowish granite (Danish ‘gullig granit’), but it is not perceived by the editors as a runestone (Norn, Schultz, and Skov 1954, 184-185). The extant runes *...tr : ialb(i) (: ) (s)...* are part of a Christian prayer, ‘May Christ help (the soul)’.

**Method**

The eight runestones mentioned above have been analysed by a method for groove analysis on runestones that was first developed at the Archaeological Research Laboratory at Stockholm University (Kitzler Åhfeldt 2002) and has been used in several recent studies to examine different problems. From the high-resolution 3D-models, we have excerpted a number of variables (Figure 4), describing different properties of the grooves, with the aid of special software designed for the purpose. These variables are employed to study similarities and differences between the grooves on different runestones, different parts of the same carving, and also to investigate relations between, for example, certain monument groups or geographical areas. That part of the analysis can be varied and it is under continuous development (e.g. Kitzler Åhfeldt 2012; 2015; 2016). Like many other laboratory methods, it functions best if the results are discussed in relation to previous studies and other indications, in an archaeological and runological discourse.

On each runic inscription, we have selected a number of runes and parts of the ornamentation. From Bornholm there is a total of 253 samples, 151 of which are runes and 102 ornamental details (runic bands, crosses; Table 1). In further steps of this spe-
The runestones were analysed with multivariate statistical methods in STATISTICA 9. Hierarchical cluster analysis (Cluster Analysis, CLU) is used here, with Ward’s method and Euclidean distances. Cluster analysis is about detecting groups in data (in artificial intelligence this is also called unsupervised pattern recognition) (Everitt et al. 2011, 7). Cluster analysis can be performed according to different algorithms that have slightly different properties and thus can give different results; for a discussion of these see e.g. Michael Baxter (2016). The cluster analysis begins with standardisation of the variables, which gives them the same weight in the analysis even if they are in different units and of different size (Baxter 2016, 54).

Multivariate analyses in general look for patterns in data, but different choices can be made among the calculation algorithms and the material to be included, and the results will be affected by this. We may mention briefly that the choices made here are based on results obtained in previous methodological studies and grounded in empirical material. For the theoretical reasoning behind multivariate analyses and applied statistics, readers are referred to works on statistics concerning archaeological material (e.g. Baxter 2016).

The result of the cluster analysis falls out differently, as is shown in a tree diagram (Figure 5). The runestones appear to fall into three groups and they reveal something interesting. The result differed from what we expected because the runestones are not grouped according to the forms of the runes, nor the ornamentation, but according to the names of the individuals who raised the stones:

1) Sassurr is sponsor (DR 379) or father to the sponsor (DR 402). DR 399 is joined to this group (Figure 6).
According to style groups in Gräslund 2006, here based on SRD.

Based on Jacobsen & Moltke 1942.

Based on Jacobsen and Moltke 1942.

This is not exactly RAK, as there are spiral ornaments.

### Table 1. Analysed runestones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signum in SRD</th>
<th>Entry in Danske Rune-indskrifter</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Comment in SRD</th>
<th>Grouping</th>
<th>Rock art type</th>
<th>Analyzed runes/sections of ornament</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nylarsker 1</td>
<td>DR 379</td>
<td>DK Bh 33</td>
<td>Pr3</td>
<td>Possibly the same carvers as in DR 372, 380, 387 and 389</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>Sedimentary</td>
<td>25/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nylarkers 2</td>
<td>DR 380</td>
<td>DK Bh 34</td>
<td>RAK</td>
<td>Possibly the same carvers as in DR 372, 379, 387 and 389</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>Sedimentary</td>
<td>21/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyker</td>
<td>DR 389</td>
<td>DK Bh 31</td>
<td>Pr3</td>
<td>Possibly the same carvers as in DR 372, 379, 380 and 387</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>Sedimentary</td>
<td>26/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Østermarie 2</td>
<td>DR 391</td>
<td>DK Bh 52</td>
<td>RAK</td>
<td>Similar names as in DR 392, but looks different</td>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>Metamorph</td>
<td>20/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Østermarie 3</td>
<td>DR 392</td>
<td>DK Bh 53</td>
<td>RAK?</td>
<td>The same carver as in DR 401, 402, 406 and 408</td>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>Metamorph</td>
<td>15/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klemensker 4</td>
<td>DR 402</td>
<td>DK Bh 4</td>
<td>Pr2</td>
<td>The same carver as in DR 392, 401, 406 and 408</td>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>Metamorph</td>
<td>17/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klemensker 1</td>
<td>DR 399</td>
<td>DK Bh 1</td>
<td>RAK^4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Metamorph</td>
<td></td>
<td>22/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knudsker</td>
<td></td>
<td>DK Bh 69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metamorph</td>
<td></td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td>151/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^1 According to style groups in Gräslund 2006, here based on SRD.

^2 Based on Jacobsen & Moltke 1942.

^3 Based on Jacobsen and Moltke 1942.

^4 This is not exactly RAK, as there are spiral ornaments.

**Figure 5.** Tree Diagram. Result of Hierarchical Cluster Analysis, Ward’s method, Euclidean distances. Drawing: Laila Kitzler Åhfeldt.
a) Nylarsker 1 (DR 379). Sassurr had the stone raised in memory of Hallvarðr, his father, (who) drowned abroad with all the(?) seamen. May Christ ever(?) help his soul. May this stone stand in memory.
b) Klemensker 4 (DR 402). Óylakr had this stone raised in memory of Sassurr, his father, a good husbandman. May God and Saint Michael help his soul.
c) Klemensker 1 (DR 399). Gunnhildr had this stone raised in memory of Auðbjǫrm, her husbandman. May Christ help Auðbjǫrm’s soul into light and paradise. May Christ and Saint Michael help the souls of Auðbjǫrm and Gunnhildr into light and paradise.


a) Nylarsker 2 (DR 380). Svæinn (the Hooded? son of Kāpa?) raised this stone in memory of Bāsi, his son, a good drænge, who was killed in battle at Útlangia. May Lord God and Saint Michael help his spirit.
b) Nyker (DR 389). ... had this stone raised in memory of Svæinn, his son. A very good drænge, ... ... and (in memory of) his brother. May holy Christ help the souls of both these brothers.
c) Knudsker (DK Bh 69). ... May Christ help the soul (?).
pairs of runestones that are most like each other in carving technique are also linked through the names Biarni, Svæinn, and Sassurr. The carving technique on the Gunnhildr stone, Klemensker 1, most resembles the stones of the Sassurr family, but it is hard to determine whether it is the same carver. Knudsker is most similar in its carving technique to the stones of the Svæinn family, but here too it is difficult to ascertain whether it is the same carver.

Nylarsker 1 (Pr 3) was raised by Sassurr, while Klemensker 4 (Pr 2) was erected in memory of a Sassurr, but the styles suggest that they were raised in the opposite order. The reason may be a large overlap between the style groups, as is known from elsewhere. It may also be the case that the name Sassurr was passed on from father to son or to the grandson. Although Nylarsker 1 and 2 were both found in Nylars church, and thus possibly were both erected at a nearby place, there is nothing in the carving technique to connect them. Moltke believed that Nylarsker 1, on account of runological, inscriptional, and ornamental similarities, belonged to the same workshop, master, or school as Nylarsker 2 and Nyker (Moltke 1934, 10). This was also discussed at the field runologists’ meeting in 2015. Judging by the carving technique, however, Nylarsker 1 belongs to a different group.

Our first observation is that the rune carvers have a connection to the sponsor family, here Sassurr’s, Svæinn’s, and Biarni’s families (or families where these names are common). This is to say that the
dræng, ... and (in memory of) his brother...

3) Biarni and Tōfi are sponsors, together with Sibbi (DR 391) and Āsgautr (DR 392) respectively (Figure 8).

a. DR 391: Barni/Biarni and Sibbi and Tōfi they raised (the) stone in memory of Ketill, their father...

b. DR 392: Barni/Biarni and Tōfi and Āsgautr had (the) stone raised in memory of Sibbi, their brother...

Our first observation is that the rune carvers have a connection to the sponsor family, here Sassurr’s, Svæinn’s, and Biarni’s families (or families where these names are common). This is to say that the
On Østermarie 2 the brother Sibbi is one of those who raised the stone, while on Østermarie 3 he has died. Here too some time has elapsed, but we do not know how long.

For Svæinn too we see this time lapse: on Nylarsker 2 he raises the stone, on Nyker he is dead. Strictly speaking, we do not know that it is the same Svæinn, but the link between these stones as regards the rune carvers may be an argument for it. If so, Svæinn may possibly go under the name Kūpu-Svæinn ‘Svæinn the Hooded?/son of Kāpa(?’) on Nylarsker 2, while he is called simply Svæinn on Nyker.

Saint Michael is invoked three times, by Svæinn on Nylarsker 2, by Gunnhildr on Klemensker 1 and by Sassurr on Klemensker 4. Did Gunnhildr and Sassurr on the two Klemensker stones have the same carver? If so we may have a weak indication that this carver favoured Saint Michael. In the future it could be interesting to analyse Østerlarsker 2, the fourth runestone that mentions Saint Michael. This is one of several variants of runic prayers for the soul, which Per Beskow believes have their origin in the Christian missions. They have a wide distribution ranging from Denmark to the Mālar basin, even though they are most common in Uppland and on Bornholm (Beskow 1994, 19; see also Zilmer 2013, 134).

On the other hand, there is no link between rune carvers and the prayer kristr hialpi. The prayer that begins kristr hialpi occurs four times, distributed in all the groups. The sponsor formula with the auxiliary verb lāta, which has sometimes been considered a high-status marker (Højgaard Holm 2014, 269), occurs in all the groups and is thus not linked to the carver either. In each name group there are runestones both with and without an auxiliary verb in the sponsor formula.

What is interesting about the very fragmentary inscription on Knudsker is that the verb ‘help’ appears to be spelled ialbi, that is, without the initial h. This spelling is rather rare, but it does occur on two other runestones, erected on the other side of the island, namely on Østermarie 1 and Østermarie 3. Østermarie 1 was not 3D-scanned this time, so only future studies can determine whether the two runestones were made by the same carver. But Østermarie 3 was examined as part of this project, and the result shows that Knudsker and Østermarie 3 have some shared regional features but were probably not carved by the same person. On the Bornholm runestones there are also some other examples of loss of h, and this is usually regarded as a dialectal feature in the eastern Danish area, since it is also found in some of the Scanian runic inscriptions and manuscripts (Jacobsen and Moltke 1942, 788).

The scanning thus appears to support the interpretation that it is a question of a special dialectal feature, since Østermarie 3 and Knudsker belong to separate groups.

Limitations and Sources of Error

The tree diagram shows which runestones have the greatest similarities in the grooves. It is very difficult to say, however, whether the groups in the tree diagram from the cluster analysis definitely show different carvers. For cluster analysis there are no general rules for where to cut off the tree, and therefore the interpretation of how many groups there are is partly subjective (Baxter 2016, 63). It can also be a problem that different cluster methods give different results. If there is a real structure, however, different methods ought to give similar results, that is to say, stable clusters (Aldenderfer and Blashfield 1984; Baxter 2016, 68). A common difficulty in the application of cluster methods is the effect of what can be called ‘noise’, which can be anomalies, small deviant clusters, or cases where membership of a cluster is uncertain, for example, because something could be sorted in more than one cluster. The cluster methods give a sharp assignment to one group, even if there are close alternatives. Here we use Ward’s method and Euclidean distances, since that has yielded good results in method studies (Kitzler Åhfeldt 2002). The same experience has been gained in other empirical studies in archaeology, where Ward’s method is generally preferred (Baxter 1994). Euclidean distances are better than other distance-calculation methods at recognising non-spherical structures and are less sensitive to anomalies (Baxter 2016, 77).

The result differs slightly from Moltke’s grouping according to rune forms and ornamentation. The consequence is that features which, according to Moltke, could belong to a special carver are shared by more than one carver. The new division, however, can be reasonably explained by the rune carvers being connected to the sponsor families. It is impor-
tant to note that both metamorphic and sedimentary rocks occur in the study, but the stratification follows the sponsors, not the rock types.

Discussion

Among the runestones included in the study we see several features that are often discussed in connection with Bornholm runestones, namely the prayer *kristr hialpi*, the auxiliary verb *lāta* in the sponsor formula, and the invocation of the archangel Michael. None of these is associated with any of the individual rune carvers, judging by the results of this analysis. These features appear instead to be shared features of Bornholm runestones, or perhaps rather chronological characteristics. The archangel Michael is also mentioned on the Tillitse stone (DR 212) from Lolland, which is dated to the mid eleventh century, and the formula *kristr hialpi* is used on the Vapnö stone (DR 352) from Halland, presumably with the same dating. The formulae could perhaps be interpreted as a fashion during the eleventh century, best expressed on the Bornholm stones because the runestone custom here was strongest during this period. On the other hand, the carvers appear to be linked to the families that raised the stones, here represented by Sassurr, Sveinn, Biarni, and Gunnhildr. One can therefore question the claim that the auxiliary verb *lāta* is a status marker. The Bornholm runestones were rather erected by particular families on their own farms, and there seems to have been a flat social structure without a special centre on Bornholm during the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages.

The rune carvers on Bornholm are clearly connected to the families, as is clear from the fact that similarities in carving techniques coincide with the name connections. This means that the technical analyses of the grooves on the runestones fit very well with societal and structural evidence that we have from Bornholm.

The organisational development from the Iron Age to the Viking Age on Bornholm is associated with Sorte Muld, which was the major centre for trade and power in the Iron Age, and one cannot help but wonder whether the king that Bornholm had, according to the merchant Wulfstan around 890, lived here. Late in the tenth century and at the start of the eleventh, Sorte Muld was reduced to a few individual farms (Aarsleff 2008, 119-120; Watt 2008, 26-27).

After this the settlement structure was different. Single farms popped up all over the island and have later been found by field surveys and metal detector searches. The settlements are characterised by
features such as Baltic ware, weights, and coins, and they are often found adjacent to the present-day farm (Nielsen 1994, 125-129). As the settlement structure changed, the number of hoards deposited on the island increased, often close to the known settlement units. This suggests that no new powerful trading centre was established on Bornholm after Sorte Muld, and that the island was not ruled by one person. At the same time, the composition of objects and coins in the hoards suggests that Bornholm was an independent economic unit in the Baltic Sea in the eleventh century, which had closer links with Scania and the Slavic lands than with the rest of Denmark (Ingvarsson 2010, 334-345).

It is against this societal background that one should view the growth of the runestone custom on Bornholm. Today a large share of Bornholm’s runestones are gathered in and around the island’s churches, but this current distribution bears little resemblance to where the runestones originally stood. It is characteristic of Bornholm’s runestones that there is no sure evidence of their original places. More than half have been found at the churches, where they have either been discovered in the churchyard or are walled into the churches. Some of them might possibly have stood at the churches from the beginning, if the churches were built at the site of larger farms or earlier burial grounds. But almost half have been found as parts of bridges over rivers or at fords, or associated with the single farms that appeared on the island in the course of the late Viking Age or early Middle Ages. This sketch of the distribution of runestones shows a picture of the finds which is as scattered as a map of the island’s hoards and the late Viking-Age and early medieval settlement (Figure 9). It is possible that some of the runestones can be linked to the documented settlement remains, for example, Åker 1, also called the Grødby stone, with a find history going back to Ole Worm’s time, when according to the priest’s report it was ‘in Grødby at Jørgen Vdi’s farm’, and Worm informs us that it was placed in a bridge that was called ‘Runebroe’ or Rune Bridge. Later the stone fell into oblivion, but it was found again in 1819, then in Grødby bridge south of Åkirkeby and west of Pedersker (Jacobsen and Moltke 1942, 423). Grødbygård is one of the farms in Åker parish with roots going all the way back to the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages (Nielsen 1994, 127). The same pattern applies to Klemensker 1 and 4, which are dealt with in this article. Klemensker 1 was laid over a stream close to Brogård (Jacobsen and Moltke 1942, 457–458). Brogård likewise goes back to the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages (Nielsen 1994, 127). And Klemensker 4, which is also called the Marevad stone, was built into the bridge over a stream between the lands of Marevad and Pilegaard (Jacobsen and Moltke 1942, 461). Pilegaard too has roots in the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages. It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that many runestones originally had a central location at the single farms that popped up during the eleventh century.

When one follows this line of thought it is natural that the rune carvers are linked to the individual families and perhaps can even be found as members of the families. This strengthens an earlier proposal that the carvers can be seen as representatives of their households and their connections may reflect the social networks of their families (Kitzler Åhfeldt 2015). We have here a decentralised society, where power was in the hands of the separate families. Trade was pursued on the individual farms, and wealth was amassed within the individual family. This also accords well with the fact that we rarely find titles like retainers or estate-stewards among the runestones on Bornholm, because such professions were unnecessary in a family-based society. The many hoards may indicate that Bornholm was especially vulnerable to plundering (Ingvarsson 2010), which presumably is also a sign that power was divided between many people, each seeking their own protection.

On Bornholm, then, there was no professional rune carver who travelled around with commissions to carve runestones. Although there was a certain consensus about form and style in eleventh-century runestones, the runestones are also expressions of the decentralised structure. This suggests some exciting perspectives concerning who could carve runes at the end of the Viking Age and the start of the Early Middle Ages.
Conclusion

The above studies suggest that the carvers of the runestones should be sought within the individual families. We do not know how many wealthy families there were on Bornholm during this period, but the many single farms, the hoards, and the relatively large number of runestones distributed over the whole island indicate that there were quite a few. If we reckon, as the analyses suggest, that there was at least one rune carver in every family, we have indirect evidence that the culture of runic writing was more widespread at the start of the Middle Ages than we have hitherto assumed – regardless of the fact that the inscriptions are primarily preserved on stone. One can also discuss, further, whether the rune carvers were the only individuals in each family who knew runes, or if it was a part of a person’s cultural education to learn to read and write runes. In any case, the analyses suggest that there was no need for help from outside to carve runes, neither in the Viking Age nor later.

The analyses have shown that the Bornholm rune carvers were linked to particular families, and that the individual rune carvers were following the different fashion currents of the time. One can possibly envisage contacts on a personal level with rune carvers from central Sweden, through reciprocal visits and travels, in view of the fact that comparisons between carving techniques on Bornholm’s runestones and areas such as Öland, Gotland, and mainland Sweden appear to indicate Södermanland as particularly interesting (Kitzler Åhfeldt 2019). In our opinion, however, cooperation between rune carvers need not have any connection whatever to either royal power or the unification of kingdoms. We have also shown that the individual families can perhaps be linked to some of the single farms that grew up on Bornholm in the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages, replacing the previous highly centralised societal structure.

Perhaps Gunnhildr, Auðbjørn, and their family, known from Klemensker 1, lived at Brogård, while Sassurr and his family lived at Pilegård in Klemensker parish. Future studies may show whether the same pattern can be seen for other Bornholm runestones which can be grouped together by virtue of associated names. If so, we see a Bornholm society that differed noticeably from the results we know from studies of Swedish runestones.
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Notes

1. This workshop, named Relations and Runes: The Baltic Islands and their interactions during the Late Iron Age and Early Middle Ages, was a joint venture between the research projects ‘Everlasting Runes: A digital research platform for Sweden’s runic inscriptions’ and ‘The Viking Phenomenon’.

2. The Groove Measure function in DeskArtes Design Expert, along with special calculation templates.
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